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[ Published in Istanbul ]

1. Averchenko, Arkadii. Deti: sbornik razskazov s prilozheniem
“rukovodstva k rozhdeniiu detei” [Children: a collection of
short stories with the “A guide to giving birth"]. 1922. Constantinople: Knigoizdatel’stvo “Kul’tura” (Tip. “Za Rubezhom), 1922.
Octavo (16 × 11.5 cm). Original printed wrappers; 110, [2] pp.
Spine professionally restored; else about very good. $ 650
First edition of this collection of short satirical texts on the topic of children, in which the upheaval of the post-revolutionary
period is presented from a juvenile perspective. In the preface,
Averchenko notes two “serious reasons” for the present volume:
“1) I love children. 2) Children love me.” With the text “A guide
to giving birth.” Averchenko (1880–1925) was an enormously
popular satirical writer, critic, and editor, the longtime publisher
of the satirical journals “Satirikon” and “Novyi Satirikon” (1908–
1918), where he collaborated with other famous writers, such as
Teffi, Sasha Chernyi, and N. V. Remizov. His work was sometimes
placed in the lineage of Mark Twain, and he eventually received
the moniker “King of Laughter.” Following the October Revolution,
Averchenko left Russia and settled in Prague in 1922. A variant in
gray wrappers, printed in red letters, also exists.
Scarce in the trade.
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[ Anti-Fascist Anniversary Album of the Red Army,
With Original Watercolors ]

2. Solov’ev, S. P., editor. Doroga bessmertiia: literaturnokhudozhestvennyi al’manakh 25 otdel’nogo polka rezerva
[The road of immortailty: a literary and artistic almanach of the
25th reserve regiment]. Along top of title: “Smert’ nemetskim
okkupantam!” [Death to German occupants!]. Soviet Union, 1944.
Quarto (31 × 22 cm). Original gray buckram with gilt lettering to
front board; 99 leaves of ink manuscript text and fifty-five watercolor images, all but three in full color, some full-page and behind
translucent calque. Eighteen watercolor vignettes and initials, and
five pencil portraits of the authors. Boards lightly rubbed; small
loss to head of spine; ink inventory numbers to endpapers; occasional light finger-soiling; else very good. $ 6,500

civilian victims on their way into battle, dead Red Army soldiers
in the field, soldiers entertaining themselves around a fire, Kiev
in flames, and many other touching scenes. The poems include “A
meeting with Vladimir Mayakovsky,” “The Ballad of Sniper Nechugovsky,” “A Farewell Song,” “Letter to a German Woman,” and
many other genres. We were unable to locate further information
on this officer’s regiment, which was most likely stationed in the
Russian North-West or on the Baltic Front.
Unique and unrecorded (not in KVK, OCLC; not held by the Russian State and National Libraries).

Unique manuscript anthology of war-themed poetry, lavishly
illustrated with watercolor drawings, many of them full-page, and
dedicated to the heroes of the Red Army on its twenty-sixth anniversary. Published in February 1944, the volume contains verse
by various lieutenants of the Red Army, stationed with the 25th
reserve regiment, among them M. Ostanin, S. Solov’ev, L. Sysin,
S. Kulabuchov, V. Shchetinin, and I. Kolesnikov. A two-page preface
praises the “political significance” of channelling the creative impulses and “holy hate” for the fascist enemy of the “intelligentsiia
among the officers” toward literary and artistic works. A number
of images are copies of famous motifs, but the majority are the
creation of the artists. Conceived as a kind of patriotic presentation album, probably intended for a very high-ranking officer of
the Red Army.
The watercolor illustrations include two full-page portraits of
Stalin and Mayakovsky, the text of the Soviet Hymn in a decorative frame, and five of the authors are depicted in pencil portraits,
with short biographical texts. They show soldiers passing dead
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[ Russian Suprematist Book Design by Suetin ]

3. Genkel’, German Prof. and Nikolai Suetin, illustrator. Ford i fordizm: vpechatleniia [Ford and Fordism: impressions]. Leningrad:
Kubuch, 1925. Octavo (23 × 15.5 cm). Original pictorial wrappers
by Nikolai Suetin; 76 pp. Light wear to spine; small tear to base of
spine; still about very good. $ 1,500
First and only edition of this work about Henry Ford, inspired by
the Russian translation of Ford’s memoirs, My Life and Work (1922),
as well as by Soviet newspaper articles and essays about Ford, his
achievements, and production methods. With a striking suprematist cover design by Nikolai Suetin, the student of Kazimir Malevich
in Vitebsk, who was active as a graphic artist and porcelain designer. He was a member of “UNOVIS” and exhibited with the group in
Vitebsk and Moscow, as well as internationally. For over a decade, he
led the artistic laboratory at the Lomonosov Porcelain Plant in Leningrad, where he was invited by Anna Akhmatova’s second husband,
Nikolai Punin. He also designed the Soviet pavilions for World Exhibitions in Paris (1937) and New York (1939). We can trace only two
book covers created by Suetin, of which this is the only recognizably
suprematist one, which shows clear parallels to his work in painting
and porcelain design.The author, German Genkel’ (1854–1940), was
a Russian scholar of Asian languages and Hebrew, a specialist in
Jewish manuscripts and rare books, as well as a teacher and writer.
Rare; as of August 2019, KVK and OCLC only show the copies at
Nanterre and NYPL.
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[ Soviet Anti-Religious Propaganda ]

4. Amosov, N[ikolai Konstantinovich] and Tsentral’nyi sovet
soiuza voinstvuiushchikh bezbozhnikov SSSR [Central committee
of the militant godless of the USSR]. Skazka o Khriste [A folktale
about Christ]. Moscow: OGIZ, Gosudarstvennoe antireligioznoe
izdatel’stvo, 1933. Octavo (17 × 12.5 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 31, [1] pp. Moscow: OGIZ, Gosudarstvennoe antireligioznoe
izdatel’stvo, 1932. $ 350
Fifth reworked edition (of six in total). This popular anti-religious
pamphlet discusses the figure of Christ as a common fictional
feature of many ancient mythologies. The pamphlet is a publication of the League of Militant Atheists, a volunteer organization
that served as the spearhead of Soviet anti-religious activism.
Founded in 1925, the organization counted three million members
by 1940. The League held educational congresses and workshops
at schools, factories, and in the countryside, and published periodicals such as “Bezbozhnik” and “Antireligioznik”. Its activities
also enabled the persecution and exile of clergy and religious
communities by the Soviet government throughout the 1920s and
1930s. The author, Nikolai Amosov, was a member of the League
of the Militant Atheists, and published dozens of anti-religious
pamphlets, including one against Christmas trees. This text went
through six editions in 1930–1941.
Despite the many editions, the title is not located in KVK, OCLC; we
can only trace a German edition (1931).
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[ Soviet Anti-Religious Propaganda ]

5. Rumiantsev, N. and Tsentral’nyi Sovet Soiuza Voinstvuiushchikh
Bezbozhnikov SSR (Central Committee of the League of Militant Atheists ). Paskha, ee proiskhozhdenie i znachenie [Easter, its origin and
significance]. Third, corrected edition. Moscow-Leningrad: OGIZ,
Moskovskii rabochii, 1931. Octavo (20.6 × 14.6 cm). Original pictorial
wrappers; 63, [1] pp. Very light overall wear; very good. $ 450
A fascinating example of early Soviet anti-religious propaganda distributed by the central committee of the “League of Militant Atheists”
of the USSR, a volunteer organization that served as the spearhead
of Soviet anti-religious activism. Founded in 1925, the organization
counted three million members by 1940. The League held educational congresses and workshops at schools, factories, and in the countryside, and published periodicals such as “Bezbozhnik” and “Antireligioznik”. Its activities also enabled the persecution and exile of clergy
and religious communities by the Soviet government throughout the
1920s and 1930s. As James Von Geldern writes: “Among the most
important tasks that the Bolsheviks set themselves upon coming to
power in 1917 was to emancipate Soviet citizens from the scourge
(or as Karl Marx put it, the “opiate”) of religion. Along with the literacy campaign with which it was intimately connected, anti-religious
propaganda was a key component of the “cultural front” during the
1920s. A protracted affair, the struggle against religion was complicated by the difficulty of defining goals as much as working out how
to achieve them” (Seventeen Moments in Soviet History: An on-line
archive of primary sources). The present work takes aim at the feast
of Easter, and seeks to expose its mythological origins, as well as the
pagan rites (both Slavic and non-Slavic) that supposedly constitute it.
The work closes with a chapter on the “social harmfulness of Easter,”
which points out how kolkhoz workers have shed its attachment to the
holiday, which is “only defended by the kulak, by the direct enemy of
socialism.”
Rare; as of August 2019, KVK, OCLC show only one copy in Germany
(Chicago holds a microfilm).
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[ Soviet Anti-Religious Propaganda ]

6. Gosudarstvennyi Istoricheskii Muzei (State Historical Museum)
and A[nna] [Semenovna] Shvarsalon. Antireligioznaia vystavka
v parke kul’tury i otdykha [An antireligious exhibition in the
Park of Culture and Recreation]. Moscow: Izdanie gosudarstvennogo istoricheskogo muzeia, 1929. Octavo (16.8 × 12.7 cm). Original staple-stitched printed self-wrappers; 9, [1] pp. Fine. $ 250
Ephemeral booklet documenting an anti-religious exhibition of
artefacts at Moscow’s Park of Culture and Recreation. Among the
items displayed were early devotional objects and statues of religious leaders and symbols, such as a shaman, the sun, the Buddha,
and Russian icons. The short text, by A. Shvarsalon, is illustrated
with a few of these exhibits, and concludes with a striking photograph depicting a member of the Orthodox clergy participating in
the execution of a Russian revolutionary. The brochure is marked
“not for sale” and was apparently handed out to visitors of the exhibition. Nothing is known about the author, Anna Shvarsalon.
Not in KVK, OCLC.
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[ Military Games for Soviet Summer Camp ]

7. Trunin, A., editor. Podvizhnye igry v Krasnoi Armii [Outdoor
games in the Red Army]. Moscow: Vysshii Voennyi Redaktsionnyi
Sovet, 1923. Octavo (23.2 × 15 cm). Original staple-stitched printed wrappers; 56 pp. Light overall wear; about very good. $ 350
First and only edition of this compendium of outdoor games and
playful physical exercises for young Red Army soldiers, intended
to increase agility and stamina with a view to their future military service. The preface is very clear that these exercises are not
intended for mere pleasure and personal fitness, but to increase
the young men’s fighting ability. The work was intended for counselors in charge of summer camps and organizers of so-called
“out-of-school sporting exercises” during the summer (vneshkol’nye sportivnye zaniatiia). It provides rules and instructions for
51 games, which include “leapfrog” (chekharda), “between two
fortresses”, “wandering ball” and “dying ball”, “white bears” and
“hunters and dogs.” With publisher’s ads for related works on
gymnastic and military fitness.
Rare; as of August 2019, not in KVK or OCLC.
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[ Soviet Photo-Book on Workers’ Spartakiads ]

8. Mikhels, Vsevolod, N. Shebuev, and Avenir Chernomordik.
Pervaia Vsesoiuznaia Spartakiada, Moscow, 1928 i Zimniaia
Rabochaia Spartakiada, Oslo [The first All-Union Spartakiad,
Moscow 1928, and the Winter Workers’ Spartakiad, Oslo]. Title
from cover: Spartakiada CCCP [Spartakiad USSR]. Moscow:
Fizkultura i Sport, 1928. Oblong quarto ( 32 × 24 cm). Original
cloth-backed boards with decorative covers affixed to front and
back; [86] leaves of texts and photo-montage to rectos and versos.
$ 4,500
Album published in conjunction with the first Winter and Summer
Spartakiads held in Oslo and Moscow in February and August,
1928, with brief texts about the competitions and participants as
well as the backgrounds of the events, accompanied by many
hundreds of photographic images, including interesting photocollages incorporating radical typographic elements. An unusual
book production with original graphic designs distinct from the
developing consensus of Constructivist page layout and design of
the mid 1920s, but radically avant-garde in character nonetheless.
Most of the photographs are attributed; some are printed on better
stock. Spartakiads were held in Eastern Europe and Russia starting
in 1928 and were seen as a proletarian alternative to the Olympic
games. The name was derived from the slave rebel leader Spartacus, whose revolt united slaves from diverse ethnic backgrounds,
and who stood in contrast to the aristocratic nature of the Ancient
Olympic Games on which the modern “capitalist” Olympics were
supposedly based, according to Soviet orthodoxy. Spartakiads
were held in various locales throughout much of the 20th century, though the Soviet Union did join the International Olympics in
1952. This publication documents the very first games. Karasik
and Heiting, The Soviet Photobook 1920–1940, no. 136.
As of August 2019, OCLC and KVK show only four holdings in
North America.
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[ Soviet Stereoscopic 3D Printing ].

9. Gurevich, S[olomon] S[amoilovich]; (Almazov, N. G., editor).
Stereoskopicheskaia pechat: rukovodstvo po polucheniiu
trekhmernogo plasticheskogo izobrazheniia [Stereoscopic
printing: a guide to obtaining three-dimensionality in images].
Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo legkoi promyshlennosti,
1933. Octavo (20 × 13.5 cm). Original printed wrappers; 71, [1] pp.
With twenty-six plates of illustrations, many in color, and two sets
of original stereoscopic filters (glasses). Very good. $ 500
First and only edition. This technical guide for creating 3D imagery in print (in books, magazines, posters, brochures etc.) offers
a unique glimpse into the understanding and uses of this new
technology in the Soviet Union during the first Five-Year Plan
(1928-1932). Typical for the time, stereoscopic imaging is treated
here as a way of advancing Soviet technology and science, rather
than its uses in entertainment. Unlike flat imagery, this technology allowed for accurate measurement of distances between two
objects in space as well as their accurate size, books with microscopic imaging, astronomy books, as well as technical machine
manuals could all use 3D imaging for educational purposes. This
text aims to popularize stereoscopic printing by introducing a
new printing method developed by the author at the Research
Institute of Printing and Publishing Industry, part of the Union of
State Printing Houses (OGIZ). The author also mentions that the
technology was first developed by the German military during
WWI but naturally omits any mention of potential uses of this
technology by the Soviet military. Little is known about the author, Solomon Gurevich (1893–19??) who seems to have been
a researcher at the Institute. His last publication on the subject
is “Three-dimensional print illustration: theory and practice”
(1959). One of 2500 copies printed.
Not in KVK, OCLC.
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10. Smirnova, Vera, and V. Alfeevskii, T. Lebedeva, illustrators.
Zamoriane [People in Foreign Lands]. Moscow–Leningrad: OGIZ
“Molodaia gvardiia,” 1931. Octavo (20 × 13.5 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 78, [2] pp. Good or better; light wear and creasing to
wrappers; owner inscription and small stamp to title. $ 1,250
First and only edition of this striking work for young adults, which
vividly depicts the violence, social injustices, and racism of capitalist society through a composite image of a “foreign land” that combines features of New York, London, as well as French and German
scenes. In short chapters, the author evokes bourgeois dinners,
factory violence, American boxing matches, a lynching, prison
scenes, and even discusses the electric chair. The book ends with
an optimistic vision of growing class antagonism and protests in
the West, and faith in worldwide socialism in the near future. Vera
Vasil’evna Smirnova (1898–1977) was a writer, literary critic, and
translator who primarily created works for children, as well as
translating from Uzbek and Tadjik. With front wrapper and illustrations throughout by Valerii Alfeevskii (1906–1989) and Tat’iana
A. Lebedeva (Mavrina), 1900–1996, the graphic artist, painter, and
illustrator who studied at VKhUTEMAS-VKhUTEIN and was active
as a book artist after 1927, going on to receive numerous prizes
for her work. Alfeevskii (1906–1989) began illustration children’s
books in 1930; he would later create the drawings for the first
translation of Pinocchio (1959) and the first drawings of the now
iconic “Cheburashka” cartoon character. The front cover features
a swastika in reverse (an early use, given the publication in 1931!),
filled with skyscrapers, policemen, and a foreign gentleman. The
drawings depict urban nighttime scenes, an African-American jazz
band, a prison scene, and the eventual triumph of the communist
party over the “Zamoriane.” A striking example of aggressive propaganda for adolescent readers.
As of August 2019, KVK, OCLC only show a single copy, at the
Bavarian State Library in Munich.
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11. Sovet rabochikh, krest’ianskikh i krasnoarmeiskikh deputatov
kirovskogo raiona g. Moskvy [Soviet of workers, peasant, and Red Army
representatives of the Kirov District in Moscow]. Shprekher, S. M., editor.
Deputaty, chleny i kandidaty raionnogo soveta, 2-i sozyv – dekabr’ 1934
g. [Representatives, members, and candidates of the district council,
second session, December 1934]. Moscow: OGIZ, 1935. Large oblong octavo (15.4 × 22.2 cm). Original embossed red buckram; 197, [3] pp. Boards
lightly rubbed and faded; else very good. $ 1,500
A rare document on Soviet urban self-governance, this book was evidently rushed to print in response to the mysterious murder of Sergei
Kirov (1886–1934), still unresolved today, in honor of the newly named
Kirov District (formerly Zamoskvoretsky District). It contains over
three hundred portrait photographs of Soviet citizens either elected to
or candidates for the district worker’s council, with short biographical
descriptions beneath. The images and personas are often striking, with
many accomplished Red Army soldiers, Jews and representatives of other
minorities, and a very large number of women from various professions.
Kirov’s murder became the initial impulse for the atrocious repressions of
the mid- to late-1930s, known today as the Great Terror. Some historians
even conjecture that Stalin himself ordered the assassination. Hours after
the crime became known, it was declared that the communist functionary
had fallen victim to an anti-Soviet conspiracy with roots in the Party itself.
Orders demanded swift investigations and the quick execution of court
verdicts. The preface to this volume bemoans the loss of Kirov, whose
portrait is included, calling him a victim of the “remnant of the defeated
Trotskyite-Zinov’ev opposition.” Among the famous politicians pictured
is a very young Nikita Khrushchev, Andrei Zhdanov, Pavel Postyshev, who
was repressed in 1939, and Vlas Chubar’ (1891–1939), who was also shot
during the Great Terror, as well as Anastas Mikoyan, Andrei Andreev,
S. V. Kossior, G. Ordzhonikidze, K. E. Voroshilov, M. Kalinin, L. Kaganovich,
V. Molotov, and, of course, Stalin. Many of these figures were later repressed, which typically meant that books featuring their images would
be confiscated and destroyed. One of only 500 copies printed.
As of August 2019, not in KVK or OCLC. We can only trace the copy at the
Russian State Library in Moscow.
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[ Photo-Illustrated Work on Libraries and Literacy
for Soviet Pioneers ]

12. Krupskaia, N[adezhda]. Pioneram o biblioteke [A book about
libraries for Pioneers]. V pokhod za biblioteku [The campaign for
the library] (series title). Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo,
1929. Small octavo (11.4 × 16.7 cm). Original staple-stitched decorative wrappers; 37, [2] pp. Three photographs of young Pioneers
reading in children’s libraries. A few light smudges to front wrapper; else very good or better. $ 950
Scarce work by Lenin’s widow, Nadezhda Krupskaia (1869- 1939),
on the importance of reading and organizing a Union-wide system
of libraries to combat illiteracy and raise the level of political and
cultural awareness. Written in simple language and full of propagandistic phrases and slogans highlighted in bold, the text directly
addresses young Pioneers. The Pioneers were a mass organization
for Soviet children aged 10-15 which existed from 1922 to 1991,
analogous to Western scouting organizations. Krupskaia discusses
the role of libraries in the Soviet state, Lenin’s own thoughts on the
matter, phenomena such as moveable libraries (peredvizhki), “reading corners” (krasnye ugolki), and “red readers” (krasnye chtetsy),
children who able to read to parents and other illiterate relatives.
The second part reproduces the protocol of a gathering of young
Pioneers, which discusses the results of a “cultural campaign”
(kul’tprokhod) intended to spread knowledge about books, libraries,
and reading in August 1929, with detailed reports on various provincial activities and their results. A rare document on children’s
libraries and the role of juvenile reading in the Soviet Union.
Not in KVK, OCLC.
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[ Trotsky on Futurism ]

13. Speranskii, V. D., editor. Istoriko-kriticheskie materialy po
literature, vypusk tretii. Maiakovskii: futurizm [Historical and
critical materials on literature, vol. 3. Mayakovsky: futurism].
Moscow: Kooperativnoe izdatel’stvo “Mir”, 1925. Octavo (20 × 13.8
cm). Original printed wrappers; 93, [1] pp. Light wear to spine; still
about very good. $ 750
Scarce anthology of critical articles and primary texts about
Russian futurism, issued as volume three of a series of similar
books, intended to aid “marxist literary analysis” in schools and
self-directed literary circles. The author has compiled excerpts
from the futurists’ texts, as well as from essays and articles about
them, arranged according to eight thematic groups, such as “The
origins of Russian futurism,” “Futurism and the Revolution,” and
“The sociology of Russian futurism.” The authors of the articles
cited are Lers, Lunacharsky, A. Lezhnev, G. Gorbachev, L’vov-Rogachevsky, as well as Lev Trotsky. Works such as these would have
been subject to confiscation from libraries and bookstores following Trotsky’s fall from grace in the late 1920s.
As of August 2019, KVK and OCLC only show the copies at
Amherst, UNC Chapel Hill, and the British Library.
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14. Zemenkov, Boris, Aleksandr Kraevskii, and Vadim Shershenevich. Ot mamy na piat’ minut [Away from mommy for five minutes]. [1920]. Kholodno [e.g. Moscow]: “Farshirovannye manzhety”,
[1920]. Octavo (22 × 17.8 cm). Original staple-stitched stiff dark
maroon wrappers; 32 pp. With two original linocut prints by Boris
Zemenkov, as well as another, but faded design to rear wrapper.
Owner inscription of Ippolit Sokolov (struck through). The glossy
wrappers faded; spine rubbed; else still about very good. $ 1,200
Rare Russian avant-garde anthology with contributions and artwork by Boris Zemenkov, an Expressionist who later joined the
“Nichevoki” group. In the Russian context, “expressionism” saw
itself as a new synthesis of various avant-garde tendencies and
wished to unite the work of various fractions of Russian Futurism.
Also contains eight “imaginist” poems by Aleksandr Kraevskii and
a longer poem by Vadim Shershenevich. With two large urbanist
original linocut prints by Boris Zemenkov, titled “Screetch” and
“A car’s honk.” The place of publication is “Kholodno” ("Cold") and
the date given is “XX-yi vek” (20th century). All copies we have
seen were similarly faded; a variant in orange wrappers, printed
in gold, is also known. This copy apparently belonged to Ippolit
Sokolov (1902-1974), the Russian expressionist writer, who published poetry and nine brochures on or relating to expressionism.
Getty 860. Turchinskii, p. 208.
KVK, OCLC show copies at BnF, the British Library, Houghton,
Amherst, and Getty.
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[ Cold-War Nuclear Anxiety ]

15. Hogerton, John. F. and Ellsworth Raymond. Kogda Rossiia budet imet’ atomnuiu bombu? [When Will Russia Have the Atomic
Bomb?]. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo inostrannoi literatury, 1948. Octavo (19 × 12.8 cm). Original staple-stitched printed
wrappers; 37, [3] pp. Very good or better. $ 750
Russian translation in pamphlet form of an article on Soviet nuclear power by Hogerton and Raymond, “When will Russia Have
the Atomic Bomb?” (published in Look, March 16, 1948). Based on
their analysis of Soviet industry, infrastructure, and the sciences,
the authors reached the conclusion that the first Soviet atomic
bomb could be built by 1954. In fact, the following year already
saw tests of the Soviet nuclear device “RDS-1,” a copy of the American “Fat Man” detonated over Nagasaki, which was nicknamed
“Joe-1” by US authorities, in a reference to Stalin. However, a complete nuclear missile system was not completed until 1952. Most
likely issued directly at Stalin’s behest, the brochure was meant to
embarrass the Americans both for their supposed war-mongering,
and the inaccuracy of their projections, as Stalin knew that the first
trials were imminent. The anonymous six-page preface, possibly
authored in part by Stalin, closes with the words: “Let the ‘prophets’ guess on the coffee grounds in which year Russia will have the
atomic bomb. We’ll live and see!”
Not in KVK, OCLC.
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[ Rare Armenian Monograph on George Grosz ]

16. Halabian, Karo (Կարո Հալաբյան) and George Grosz. Ժորժ
Գրոսս, e. g. Zhorzh Gross [George Grosz]. Moscow: ASSR “Pethrat,” 1924. Octavo (21.8 × 16.8 cm). Paper wrappers; tipped-in
frontis plate, 11 pp. of text and [16] leaves of full-page illustrations
with captions in Armenian. Signed and inscribed by the author in
1925. Good; spine rebacked; possibly later paper wrappers (with
part of original front wrapper affixed to front wrapper); a few
marks and removed book plate to inside of front wrapper; text and
illustrations clean and unmarked. $ 1,500
Extremely rare Armenian monograph on George Grosz, printed in
Moscow by the Russian branch of the Soviet Armenian publishing
house, and edited by a co-founder of Armenian futurism, Karo Halabian (Russian: Karo Semenovich Alabian, 1897–1959), a famous
Soviet artist and architect. With a six-page biographical introduction on Grosz, in Armenian. “In 1924, while Yeghishe Charents was
in Moscow studying at the Institute of Literature and Arts, together
with architects Mikael Mazmanyan and Karo Halabyan he established the publication of the first Armenian avantgarde, futurist
magazine Standard. He aimed to continue the activities of the Declaration of the Three through the new magazine. Standard had only
one issue but it literally shred the art world into pieces. It rejected
anarchic-Futurism and extreme individualism pointing a finger at
Kara Darvish. In the visual arts, Standard accepted posters, caricatures, illustrations, in short, only the forms that were meant
for mass consumption, were utilitarian in context and could be
machine reproduced” (see Arpine Haroyan, “Armenian Futurists
of the Past"). Parts of this monograph, including some of the illustrations by Grosz, were also printed in the journal “Standard,” of
which only three copies are known to exist.
The present work is also rare, with no copies located in KVK and
OCLC as of August 2019.
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[ Armenian Avant-Garde ]

17. Pahare (e.g. Hayk Petrosyan, 1895–1968) and H. Karalov
(Ovsep A. Karalian), illustrator. Գյուղերի Կանչը, e.g. Gyugheri
kanche [The call of the villages]. Tbilisi, 1925. Octavo (20 × 14
cm). Original pictorial wrappers by H. Karalov; 64 pp. Signed and
inscribed by the author to the title. Light wear to spine; faint ink
mark to upper left corner; still good or better. $ 1,500
Petrosyan (1895–1968), who used the pseudonym Pahare, was a
Georgian-Armenian writer, artist, actor, and member of USSR’s
Writers’ Union. Born in modern day Gavar, he moved to Tbilisi at
an early age, studied painting and worked both at the Armenian
Theatre in Baku and the Stepan Shahumyan Theatre in Tbilisi. The
present book of poems was his first publication, printed in Tbilisi,
at the time still an important cultural center with a large Armenian
diaspora and a significant Armenian print culture. With a striking
cover in the style of constructivism by Ovsep Karalian (Russian:
Iosif Karalov), which shows smoke emerging from a factory chimney in the shape of two sickles, printed in black and red, against
a background of mountains and industrial buildings. Karalov
(1897–1981) was a noted Soviet painter, poster designer, graphic artist and instructor, born in Tbilisi and active there until the
early 1930s. He also created numerous sketches for Parajanov’s
film “Saiat-Nova.” Signed and inscribed by the author. One of 600
copies printed.
As of August 2019, KVK and OCLC show no copies. We can only
trace the copy at the Armenian National Library.
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[ Armenian Communist Verse in Exile ]

18. Sital, Karapet (Սիտալ) and Howh Hiwsean, illustrator.
Լուսաբացի երգեր, e.g. Lusabat’si erger [Songs of Sunrise].
Philadelphia: self-published, 1933. Octavo (22.8 × 15.2 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 37, [2] pp. Cover and one other black-andwhite drawing within the text, both by Howh Hiwsean. Signed and
inscribed by the author. Very good. $ 450
Little is known about the author of these proletarian-themed
Armenian poems and lyrics, Karapet Sital (1891-1972), a Turkish-born member of the Armenian diaspora in North America,
who lived in Philadelphia from 1914 until his death. With a printed
note in Armenian stating that: “The paintings in my booklet are
the work of a young proletarian painter,” Howh Hiwsean, presumably another Armenian exile, about whom we can find no further
information.
Scarce; as of August 2019, KVK and OCLC only show the copies
at Harvard and UCLA.
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19. Suni, Grikor Mirzaian [Գրիգոր Սիւնի]. Նոր Կեանքի Երգեր,
e.g. Nor keank’i erger [New Life’s Songs]. New York: Erewan
Tparan, 1934. Octavo (22 × 14.8 cm). Original pictorial wrappers;
59 pp. A few small nicks to wrappers; else very good. $ 300
Rare book of socialist and worker-themed songs in Armenian, with
musical scores, published by a progressive Armenian publisher
in New York. At head of title: Proletarner bolor erkirneri, miats‘ēk‘
(“Proletarians of the world, unite!”). With a striking, unattributed
cover, printed in orange, silver, and green on black stock, reminiscent of Soviet constructivism. Grigor Suni (1876–1939) was
an Armenian composer born in today’s Azerbaijan, with a complicated fate. As a young child, he lived in Nagorno-Karabakh,
where he learned the Armenian system of musical notation. He
studied in Tbilisi and St. Petersburg, garnering initial success.
After returning to Tbilisi, he joined the Armenian Revolutionary
Federation (Dashnak), which eventually led him to flee to Turkey,
before returning to Russia during World War I. At this time, he led
the symphonic orchestra in Tbilisi and was invited to head the
conservatory in Erevan, but was unable to travel to Armenia. After
the Bolshevik takeover in Georgia, Suni fled to Constantinople,
eventually fleeing to the United States in 1922, where he lived in
Boston and Philadelphia. In order to return to Armenia, he joined
the communist party, which explains the present publication, and
which led him to fall from grace with the large majority of the Armenian diaspora.
KVK, OCLC show copies at Michigan, UCLA, and USC.
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[ Alexander Blok in Georgian ]

20. Blok, Alexander and Valerian Gaprindashvili, translator.
Tormeti. Skvitebi [The Twelve. Poems]. Tbilisi, 1923. Octavo (17
× 12.5 cm). Original decorative wrappers; 32 pp. Light soil to wrappers; pp. 23–32 restored along the edges not affecting text, still
good or better. $ 950
First translation into Georgian of Alexander Blok’s famous 1918
long poem “The Twelve,” a poetic response to the October Revolution. The item also includes a collection of other poems by Blok
(1880-1921), a symbolist poet considered one of the greatest poets
of the Russian Silver Age. The timely translation was published
only a year after Georgia became an official member of the Soviet
Union in 1922. The translator, Valerian Gaprindashvili (18901941), was one of the founding members of the “Blue Horns,” a
group of Georgian Symbolist poets active 1915–1925. Gaprindashvili studied in Moscow and wrote verse in Russian as well as Georgian, translating the work of the nineteenth-century Romantic
poet Nikoloz Baratashvili into Russian and the work of the Symbolist Alexander Blok into Georgian.
Not in KVK, OCLC.
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[ Georgian Avant-Garde Journal ]

21. Tsetskhladze, Grigol, editor. Mokmedeba: Salit’erat’uro zhurnali [Action: A literary journal], no. 1 (all published). Tbilisi, 1927.
Octavo (23.5 × 15.5 cm). Original illustrated publisher’s self-wrappers; 32 pp. Cover illustration titled “Shroma” (Labor) by Nikoloz
Gotsiridze. Some foxing and light soil to wrappers; wrapper edges
lightly chipped and creased; lower spine extremity frayed; text
evenly toned due to stock, still good or better. $ 2,500
The first and only issue of a literary journal published by a group
of modernist writers who championed Synthetism in Georgian art,
headed by the Dadaist writer Grigol Tsetskhladze (1894–1976). The
cover is illustrated with a drawing titled “Shroma,” or Labor, by the
artist, actor, and singer Nikoloz Gotsiridze (1872–1949), best remembered for founding the Ossetian theater in Georgia. The journal is divided into three sections: letters, poetry, and prose, with an
introductory article (“For Action”) by Tsetskhladze. In its strident
tone, this opening article resembles Tsetskhladze’s Dadaist manifesto (Titsian Tabidze, a member of the Blue Horns, authored another
Dadaist manifesto). According to Pavel Chepyzhov, the introduction
critiques dominant Georgian literary movements, calling Symbolism
a “mystification,” claiming Georgian Futurism to be “obsolete” and
Academic Literature and Art as “lacking vital characteristics” (see:
New Georgian Book Design, 1920s-30s, pp. 80–81). Tsetskhladze also
accuses proletarian writers of “seeking easy popularity.” Setting out
the mission of the new journal, Tsetskhladze writes: “Synthetism
will rescue representatives of Georgian art from unilateralism and
isolation… “Mokmedeba” will serve as the basis of our work.” The
response to the journal from the literary community was equally
combative, and this was to be the first and last issue of the journal.
With literary contributions by Grigol Tsestkhladze, D. Marsdean,
Mikel Tsereteli, Lado Gvelesiani, Koki Ebralidze, Polio Abramia, and
numerous others. One of 1000 copies printed. Chepyzhov 9.
Not in KVK, OCLC.
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[ Yugoslav Punk Journal ]

22. [Žižek, Slavoj, contributor]. Punk problemi [Punk Problems].
Nos. 205/206 (1981), 221 (1982), and 236 (1983) (all published).
Ljubljana: RK ZSMS, 1981–1983. Large quartos. Original staple-stitched pictorial wrappers; 79, 65, and 53 pp. With numerous
black-and-white and color illustrations throughout. Very good.
$ 1,500
Complete run of the most famous Slovenian punk journal, Punk
problemi [Punk problems], issued as a special supplement, with
slightly altered title, to the journal Problemi [Problems]. Richly
illustrated, these issues document the contemporary Punk movement both abroad and in Yugoslavia, as well as related emerging
trends including the theatre group FV 112/15 and the industrial
band slash art collective Laibach/Neue Slowenische Kunst (NSK).
Many articles feature sexual content, poetry, reports on the Punk
and unofficial art and theatre scene, comics, drawings, and striking photo-collages. Several of the contributors later became noted
public figures and authors, most notably Slavoj Žižek (born 1949),
now famous worldwide as a cultural critic and philosopher. Others
include the psychoanalyst and philosopher Mladen Dolar, the photographer Jane Štravs (born 1965), who contributed photographs
of punk concerts and other subcultural events; Peter Mlakar (born
1951), a member of Neue Slowensche Kunst and the music group
Laibach; Pero (Peter) Lovšin (born 1955), an important Yugoslav
(now Slovenian) punk musician. In 1977 he founded one of the
first Yugoslav punk bands Pankarti (pronounced as Punk-arti,
meaning The Bastarts), which with its controversial anti-establishment lyrics shook up the world of the late Tito-government years
of Yugoslavia.

For more on the significance of Punk and related movements in
the early 1980s, see Helena Motoh, “‘Punk is a Symptom’: Intersections of Philosophy and Alternative Culture in ’80s Slovenia”
(2012). She writes that the trends discussed in Punk Problemi:
“were a sharp break with the avant-garde movements of the sixties
and seventies, but also a unique reflection of the contemporary
Yugoslav political, economical, and social crisis…. Judged as an anti-cultural phenomenon by the political opposition and as fascist
and destructionist tendency by the pro-regime literati, the punk
movement was obstructed from obtaining a space for representation in media but also took the representative role for the newly
emerging social movements that sought reforms and change…”
(p. 288).
KVK, OCLC show no holdings outside Slovenia.
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[ Lenin in Czech ]

23. Lenin, N. Stát a revoluce: učení marxismu o státu a úkol
proletariátu v revoluci [The State and Revolution: The Marxist
teaching about the state and the task of the proletariat in the
revolution]. Prague: Nákladem časopisu “Sociální demokrat”,
1920. Octavo (19.5 × 14.3 cm). Original pictorial wrappers signed
V. P.; 127, [1] pp. Frontispiece portrait of Lenin. Small nicks to
wrapper edges and wear to spine extremities; still about very good.
$ 275
One of the first appearances in Czech of Lenin’s key strategic
treatise (another translation, by Josef Reiner, was published by
Fr. Borový that same year). Ironically, this work on the inadequacies of social democracy was published by the journal “Sociální
demokrat.” However, the list of other publications by the same
publisher shows that its affinities were, in fact, far more radical.
They include Bucharin’s communist program, the constitution of
the USSR, and numerous works on the Russian Revolution, as well
as a negative work about the Czechoslovak Legion. With a striking
drawn wrapper incorporating Soviet insignia and showing a worker triumphantly hissing the red flag atop a globe covered in red...
The Czech National Library catalog identifies the translator, who
is not mentioned in the book, as K. Horváth.
Of the present edition, KVK and OCLC show copies at the Czech
National Library, IISG, and Nanterre.
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[ “Tramping” in German-Occupied Czechoslovakia ]

24. Kálí: oficielní plátek koncesovaných pistolníků a šlechticů
osady La Paloma [Kálí: official tabloid of licensed gunslingers
and noblemen of camp La Paloma], vol. I, nos. 1–6, vol. II, nos.
2, 5, 6, vol. III, nos. 1, 2. Oleško-City, 1942–1943. Quartos ( 32 ×24
cm). Original side-stapled mimeographed and hand-colored wrappers; mimeographed text and illustrations to rectos; 9 to 28 pages
per issue. With the rubber stamp of the camp (incorporating skull
and bones). About very good. $ 1,000
Eleven issues of this apparently unrecorded war-time journal of
the Czech “tramping” movement, issued by a group whose “camp”
was a rented cottage in Oleško, south of Prague. A peculiarly
Czech phenomenon, Tramping developed in the 1930s as the local
equivalent to the international scouting movement, as well as a
predecessor of Czech environmentalism. Its participants toured
the Czech countryside with knapsacks and guitars, acting out a
particular kind of counterculture viewed with suspicion by the
authorities, especially the Husák regime of the Normalization era,
when tramping publications continued to be issued as samizdat,
or illicit, clandestine publications. It was especially risky during
the German occupation of 1939–1945, however, when such activities would have been seen as disobedient and contrary to German
attempts to control even recreational activities. It was also dangerous because large parts of Bohemia were used as military and SS
training grounds, which needed to be avoided by trampers.

Tramping was also heavily influenced by American culture, especially in its fascination with the Wild West, Southwestern landscapes, campfires, and saloons. Among the contributions of these
issues are “tramp poetry,” descriptions of hikes, information about
the group and its events, as well as its plans to build their own permanent cottage, all of it written with great irony and humor. One
of the issues also contains a glossary of words used by the settlers
of “La Paloma.” Further emphasizing the odd humor of this group,
this set also includes a “summons” for the “purposes of a general
house cleaning” at the “cottage La Paloma,” printed on a blank of
the Protectorate-era labor bureau… Produced in a very small print
run, no more than one hundred copies.
Not in KVK, OCLC. Not held by the Czech National Library.
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[ Iconic Work of the Czech Avant-Garde ]

25. Nezval, Vítězslav, Milča Mayerová, and Karel Teige, illustrator. Abeceda: taneční komposice Milči Mayerové [The alphabet:
a dance composition by Milča Mayerová]. Prague: J. Otto, 1926.
Quarto (29.8 × 23 cm). Publisher’s decorative wrappers by Karel
Teige; 57, [2] pp. With twenty-five full-page photo-montages by
Teige, incorporating photographs by Karel Paspa. Printed on coated stock. Wrappers and first leaf very lightly discolored; last blank
leaf with neat gift inscription; still a very good copy. $ 4,800
Working with relationships between the form, sound, and function
of each letter of the alphabet, the Czech modernist poet Nezval
came up with twenty-five quatrains, treating the letter not as a
subject but instead as a motif. The images conjured up in the
poem are pure early Devětsil: palm trees in the tropics, cowboys
and Indians, Egypt and the Eiffel Tower, but it is for Milča Mayerová’s (1901–1977) choreography and performance of the poem
that Nezval’s work is best remembered. Her acrobatic pose for
each line of each stanza was performed at the Liberated Theatre
in 1926. The visual play between the photographed poses, Karel
Teige’s typographic design, and the Poetist text all result in one of
the most iconic and supremely modernist images in Czech book
design. One of 2000 copies. As noted in a gift inscription to the
final blank leaf, this copy comes from the personal library of Karel
Svolinský, a famous Czech painter and graphic artist (1896–1986).
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26. Knickerbocker, H. R. and Josef Hesoun, illustrator. Rudý obchod láká [Soviet Trade and World Depression]. Prague: Česká
grafická unie, 1932. Octavo (21 × 13.5 cm). Original pictorial
photo-montage wrappers by Josef Hesoun; 167 pp. Nicks to spine
extremities; spine cocked; else about very good. $ 250
In his study on Czech photo-montage book design, Jindrich Toman
notes: “reports on the Soviet Union and other comparable titles
took advantage of the prestige of photography and photomontage
within Soviet graphic design and often appropriated their motifs....
Soviet material was also used for titles that were not necessarily
sympathetic to the USSR, as an adequate way of handling Soviet
themes.” Knickerbocker (1898–1949) was an American journalist and writer, who wrote several books critical of the new Soviet
Russia, but is best known for his early warnings against the Nazis.
Toman 6.2.5.
As of August 2019, KVK, OCLC only show the copies at Columbia,
Yale, and Hirsch Library in North America.
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[ The Most Important Czech Avant-Garde Periodical ]

27. Teige, Karel, editor. ReD. Měsíčník pro moderní kulturu
(Revue svazu moderní kultury “Devětsil”). Red: revue internationale illustrée de l’activité contemporaine. ReD: internationale
Monatsschrift für moderne Gesteltung. [ReD: an international
illustrated monthly on modern developments in the arts and
design]. Edited and designed by Karel Teige. Vols. I–III, in altogether 30 issues (the complete run). Prague: Odeon, 1927–1931.
Octavos (ca. 21.8 × 17.3 cm). Later full calf with titles to spines; in
cloth-covered card slipcase; preserving all front and rear wrappers; approx. 32–40 pp. per issue. Numerous photographs and
illustrations per issue. Wrappers resized with very slight loss to
right and lower margin of wrappers only; else very good and evidently barely read. $ 12,500
A rare complete run, with all front and rear wrappers, of “the most
important Czech avant-garde periodical and principal platform of
the Devětsil group in the late twenties – early thirties, with texts
and illustrations by almost all major architects, artists and authors
of the period. Teige’s master piece of design and one of the most
attractive avant-garde magazines of the interbellum” (Vloemans,
Avantgarda, 102). Thirty issues were published from 1927–1931,
including special issues on the Bauhaus, Soviet art, Apollinaire,
Moscow May Day celebrations, French poetry, and Italian Futurism/Marinetti. The journal was the most important, and visually
striking, publication of the avant-garde group Devětsil, based
around such figures as Karel Teige, Jaroslav Seifert and Adolf
Hoffmeister, and the primary source of information on constructivism, poetism, and developments in West European arts. The
first year contains a special issue on modern architecture (no. 5),
with contributions on/by Bauhaus, Le Corbusier, Rietveld, Jaromír
Krejcar, Teige, and Hoffmeister, and a special issue on avant-garde
theatre (no. 7). The latter features contributions by Honzl, Nezval,
Vančura, Voskovec and Werich, Obrtel, Mayerová, and Hoffmeister,

especially on the “Prague Free Theatre” (Osvobozené divadlo),
influenced by Dadaism and Futurism, and loosely allied with the
Devětsil Group. The other issues with contributions, including numerous leaves of plates, reproductions in the text, and typographically appealing ads (for Bauhaus, relevant publications, etc.), by
M. A. Avraamov, Konstantin Biebl, Degas, Julius Fucik, Man Ray,
Philippe Soupault, Paul Strand, Hans Arp, Apollinaire, Blaise
Cendrars, Chaplin, Giorgia de Chirico, Theo v. Doesburg, Julius
Fucik, El Lissitsky, Moholy-Nagy, Piet Mondrian, Otokar Mrkvicka,
Max Ernst, L. Feininger, Paul Klee, E. Linhart, El Lissitsky,
Moholy-Nagy, Picabia, Piscator, Zdenek Rossmann, J. Seifert,
Ives Tanguy, V. Tatlin, L. Theremin, Tristan Tzara, and many
others. Among the highlights of volumes two and three are the
Marinetti issue, an issue dedicated to Apollinaire, the “Foto film
typo” issue, an issue devoted to the surrealist group “Le grand
jeu”, an issue containing Teige’s study on the sociology of architecture. They also feature many contributions by Nezval,
Rimbaud, Brouk, Le Corbusier, Leger, Malevich, Moholy-Nagy,
Dziga Vertov, Tschichold, and others, and artworks by Grosz,
Le Corbusier, Picasso, Bohuslav Fuchs, Toyen, Feininger, Styrsky,
Paul Klee, van Doesburg, etc. This run also preserves all front and
rear wrappers, which feature valuable information and adverts
for contemporary publications, exhibitions, and other events.
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[ Czechoslovak Legion Imprint, In Russian ]

28. Golechek, Kap. (Vojtěch Holeček). Chekhoslovatskoe voisko
v Rossii [The Czechoslovak troops in Russia]. Irkutsk: Izdaniem
Informatsionno-Prosvietitel’nago Otdiela Chekhoslovatskago Voen.
Ministerstva, 1919. Octavo (23 × 15.3 cm). Publisher’s printed
wrappers; 86, [1] pp. Contemporary owner signature by a Czech
soldier stationed in Manchuria. Very good or better. $ 750
Detailed anti-Bolshevik account of the state and activities of the
Czechoslovak troops in Russia during the Czech and Slovak Legion’s famous anabasis through the Russian Civil War. The work
was first published in Czech in the same year, and is here presented to Russian readers interested in the Legion troops. After the
treaty of Brest-Litovsk effectively closed the Eastern Front, Legion
forces found themselves on the side of the imperiled Tsarist troops
as they moved East to Vladivostok and to transport ships bound
for home. At one time, the Czech Legion controlled the majority
of the Trans-Siberian Railway and significantly aided the White
Russian forces during combat. Their effort on behalf of the White
army was seen as benefiting their goal of an independent Czech
state as propagated by Masaryk, free from Austro-Hungarian rule.
This book is among a range of works which were printed in transit,
at the mobile printing shop of the Legion troops in their armored
train, evidently somewhere between Irkutsk and points further
east. The author, Captain Vojtěch Holeček (1891–1969) was a
Czech politician and, along with Rudolf Medek, the author of one
of the definitive histories of the Czech Legion, in four volumes.
Scarce in the trade.
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29. Martinčik, Richard. Úvod do grafického průmyslu [Introduction to graphic arts printing]. Brno: Grafický klub, 1922. Octavo.
Original decorative paper-covered boards; 172, [1] pp. Ten fullpage illustrations executed using various printing techniques and
one folding plate showing a Vilém Ostwald’s color circle. Very good.
$ 350
A near fine copy of this scarce introduction to the graphic arts,
with numerous high-quality reproductions that showcase cutting-edge reproduction techniques of the day. With a drawn cubist
cover by Eduard Milén and several cubist-inspired reproductions
within (by Milén, Zamazal, Šíma, and others). One of 2700 copies.
A striking example of what has been termed the “angular” (or cubist) style of Czech book design. See Jindřich Toman, Czech Cubism
and the Book (2004). Toman 6.3.28.
Scarce in the trade, especially in comparable condition. KVK, OCLC
show copies at Illinois, Michigan, NYPL, Penn State, Toronto, and
Yale.
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[ Scarce Surrealist Toyen Portfolio ]

30. Toyen (Marie Čerminová) and Jindřich Heisler. Cache-toi
guerre! Cycle de neuf dessins, 1944. Poeme de J. Heisler [Hide
yourself, war! A cycle of nine prints, 1944. Poem by J. Heisler].
Paris: self-published, 1947. Oblong folio (30.5 × 34 cm). Printed
bifolium containing title page, one page of text, and colophon.
Nine photo-gravures by Toyen, loosely inserted in cloth-backed
card portfolio, as issued. Front board lightly soiled to left corner;
else very good. $ 3,000
Portfolio of Toyen’s striking large-format prints, a series of brooding surrealist drawings on the theme of war, accompanying a poem
by the Czech surrealist Jindrich Heisler (1914–1953), also known
for his collaboration with Jindřich Štyrský. Heisler was an early
member of the Surrealist Group in Prague founded in 1934. Of
Jewish origin, he was forced to hide after the German occupation
and establishment of the Protectorate in former Czechoslovakia,
aided by Toyen herself and Karel Teige. Both Toyen and Heisler left
Prague for Paris in March 1947, to collaborate on the international
exhibition of surrealism held that year, and neither would return to
Czechoslovakia. The painter and illustrator Toyen (the pseudonym
of Marie Čerminová) was one of the most accomplished artists of
the Czech avant-garde, an early member of the Devetsil group and
long-time collaborator of Jindrich Styrsky. She is best known for
her surrealist, often highly erotic, work as an illustrator. Toyen also
experimented with fluid gender roles, alternating male and female
attire, and preferring a gender-neutral pseudonym and the masculine singular form in spoken Czech. Printed in May 1947. No. 187
of 300 copies printed.
As of August 2019, OCLC and KVK show eight holdings in North
America.
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